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Global Rank Thm FM-N smooth ofconstant rank

(a) Fsuj
=> Fsmooth sub

(b) Fing => Fsmooth inn

(2) Fbij=> Fdiffer

If(a) Prove the contrapositive by Baire category thm!

(b) Assume rank rm =dim M. By rank them, have a

local repin (0,5) <> (0,0) forall small as

so f not inj
14) Bya, b Fis a local differ. Also bigso a differ.



Smooth Endding
Fim-N smooth is a smooth emedding when it is a smooth

immersion and topological embedding (homes ontoits images.

Eg. R"< Rntk
x4 (x,0)
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Ne.g.
oU: -R

#tCityt r- (t)0)

top'emb andsmooth map,
but not an immersion since 5"(0)

=(0,0).

· B: R
-R

&t ->(sin2t, sim t)

smooth imm butnotembedding

· V: / -T*

tre (expluxit), explemiat)) Dlli
a irrational



Have I smooth immersion and injective, but
U(z) has U(0) as a limit pointwhile ICM has

no limitpoints => Unotan embedding.
*

consequence of Dirichlet'sapproximation theorem.

&When is an injective smooth immersion asmooth embedding?

Pop M.N smooth uflds 5 / or whoW, F:M-N ing smooth imme

Ifany of
the following holds, then Fisa smooth embedding:

(a) Fopen or closed (d) 2M =0 and dim M =dimN

(b) F
proper

x) M compact



If(a) Fopen or closed => top'emb
(b), (c) => Fclosed
I r

(a) dEp monsingular Up, F(M) =No

F.M->NO is a local differ => open
and M-NCA is open,

so Ftop'emb.
2

Note Ismooth embeddings which are neither open for closed.-

E.g. (0,1) 41
x > (x,0)

hasimage neither

open nor closed.



Local ending im M.N smooth inflos ufo w/c, FiM-N smooth

Then Fisa smooth immersion iffevery ptin
a has a abled ueM

sit. Fluill - isa smooth embedding
IfF:Embeddings have fall rank.

=>:Fsmimm, peMo. By rank then Jubled C, ofpon which
E: (x,..., xm)*x(x,

..., x*,0,..., 0). Thus Fluing,
Take precompactable U ofp withC

#I ingotsa compactdomain, so closed
map

lemma

=>Flitop' emb > Flu top'Lemb.
PCCM:p.87to produce U.



Defn Actsmap Fix-7 is a topological inversion if
itis locally an embedding.

Summersions M suction of it when now idN.
+FrX
N

Alat seation ofit is acts
mapoil- M defined on

some UIN open St. NOW:id.

LocalSection Tm H:M->N smooth. Then it is

a smooth submersion iffeverypt of M is in the image
of a local section ofa =

smooth



If E:Suppose PCM and :l -> M is a smooth local

section with alplip,g=x(0(9)) =x(p)EN. Since nor-ide,

drpodug =
iiqN => dip surjective.

=>:Rambthm +(x,
...,
x-(r (x,..., x2) admits

section (x'
...,
x) ht(x, ..., x50,.., 01

⑰I
↑!fr

⑰



Defii-y ats
map

is a topical submersion if every
pointof X isin the image of

a itslocal section of

trop Smooth submersions are open,
smooth sarysubmersions arm

quotient maps.
IfWM =

=

N Take U openabled of9 on
which 5local section

4
open 1P

pt- q
Mix-MSt. r(q) =p. Newso sub p

Ify =2"W, then y= x(r(y)) < AW. Thus I=TrT,
r'W is a nblid of a contained in th

=>nW open
=> iopen.

San open => quotient.



subjective smooth submersions are a large and important
class of quotients in Diff.

quotients in cliff
thatare notsayas in

sxyloxxy (*
Th HiM-N surjsm sub. Then EsmufldPwlow/00,
FiN -4 issmooth iffFoxis smooth: ↑ For

N
=xP



Tm HiM-N curj smsub, Pfldwow/08,
F:M- smooth & constant on fibers ofis then 51sm map
E.N ->PS.. FOT =F:M

↳1X,
n -

-
--P

with same fibers

the
n

M His in surjaan
substhen 5:differ

XXFw
N, ---- N2 FiN, -> N2 Sof. Fox =M2.

7! =

⑨



Rn
+11 Eppb + 10 F(Xx) =1dF(x)

π↓!
↑smooth

Rpuslph
(x) (F(X)]

moth
as long as IRV+20 ->Nepe

susurisub


